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Consuming Nature (Public Domain Photos of Public 
Domain Seeds), curated by Max Jorge Hinderer Cruz. 

Produced from research performed during a residen-
cy at the Luminary, Consuming Nature is a series of 
site-specific billboards along the roadsides from Sau-
get, IL (formerly Monsanto) driving towards St. Louis, 
MO, accompanying documentary audio, and an essay 
published by MARCH.  

https://theluminaryarts.com/blog/aeron-berg-
man-and-alejandra-salinas-consuming-nature

Seed as Idea
A seed library.  A  collaboration with Margaret Keller 
Aeron Bergman and Alejandra Salinas

A metaphor for an idea is a seed. However, in capi-
talism, seeds became a reverse metaphor: a seed is an 
idea. That is, seeds in capitalism are objects of control, 
speculation, manipulation, and ownership. Seeds exist 
as objects in an ideology. The history of culture is the 
history of agriculture: seeds have always been part of 
the human story. We have cultivated, grown, devel-
oped, selected, shared, and distributed seeds. Knowl-
edge of agricultural production is a core aspect of 
human civilization, since long before recorded history. 
In a relatively short period of time, (arguably since Di-
amond v. Chakrabarty, 447 U.S. 303 (1980), seeds have 
been removed from this long history of shared human 
commons, and are now firmly in the control of private, 
corporate ownership. The seeds of capitalism contam-
inate all fields of human existence, like patented GMO 
seeds contaminate neighboring fields. 

What is a seed library? Ideally, a seed library distrib-
utes seeds which are then returned by the borrower 
at harvest. The problem is that many growers are 
inexperienced with successfully developing viable 
seeds to return and therefore this asks too much from 
borrowers. Therefore, most seed libraries in operation 
do not require borrowers to return their saved seeds. 
Our seed library likewise will not require that seeds 
are returned: it is more important for a seed library to 
distribute seeds and information about growing them, 
than to receive them. In advanced seed libraries, edu-
cation programs are developed to ensure that garden-
ers are able to successfully harvest seeds for return. 
Meanwhile, many seed libraries are content to simply 
distribute seeds and information for free. 

We propose a working collaboration in constellations 
with multiple individuals to produce a seed library 
and surrounding education/poetic programming. 
The seed library will distribute culturally significant, 
non-patented seeds for selected species of plants. The 
species will be selected for their symbolic, historical, 
and cultural value. In the face of ongoing threats by 
corporate monocropping against the diversity of life, 
distributing seeds and disseminating the knowledge 
of how to grow them, and their cultural history is a 
concrete statement of opposition to a form of life that 
has become unquestionable. Distributing specific 

seeds is a small act of opposition that is simultaneously an 
affirmation of life. 

 The first seed we are distributing is Golden Amaranth, a 
species native to Guatemala that adapts very well across 
the Americas. We have sourced the amaranth seeds from El 
Instituto Mesoamericano de Permacultura (Instituto Meso-
americano de Permacultura – IMAP). As part of the library, 
we propose a series of talks and education by experts and 
artists/poets to build public awareness of the “how” as well 
as the “why” growing a diversity of seeds is important. As the 
project develops, we will add seeds to distribute, and orga-
nize more talks/education with experts/historians/agricul-
turists/artists/poets who develop awareness around specific 
plants and their cultural/historical/symbolic importance, and 
role of opposition to corporate monocrops. IMAP will hold 
a discussion about its work to grow and share native ama-
ranth. The center researches and disseminates the history, 
nutritional properties, how to grow it, and how to cook it, 
thus, we are furthering their mission.

SEED AS IDEA
IDEA AS SEED





Bergman and Salinas. Consuming Nature. 
(2021). Public domain photographs of public 
domain seeds, and sound work. Site-specific 
billboards in Sauget, Illinois (formerly incorpo-
rated as Monsanto) The Luminary, St Louis 



Introduction Max Jorge Hinderer Cruz

Can we criticize colonialism without criticizing capitalism? It is commonplace to think about European co-

lonialism by way of imperial representations (Spanish colonialism, English colonialism, French colonialism, 

etc.), but that is only half of the story.  While colonialism is important as a structural element with which to 

rethink history – and to engage with our present in terms of social justice, equality, and anti-racism – it  is 

also important not to attribute colonialism solely to a flag or a crown, while leaving  out the responsibilities of 

corporate interests and private investment in the colonial enterprise. In other words, the history of Europe-

an colonialism is inseparably linked to the  history of capitalism. The idea of freedom promoted by capitalist 

ideology and its so-called free markets might seem contradictory to the atrocious forms of racialized oppres-

sion, genocides, and ecocides of colonialism – horrors that continue today. However, once we understand the 

division of domains and shared responsibilities between imperial rule, private investors, and a global market, 

the factor linking 16th-century colonialism to contemporary forms of neocolonial and extractivist policies 

becomes evident: global capitalism, the perverse project that patents life and extorts natural resources from 

those who have paid for the wealth of persisting colonial powers with their blood and sweat – with their lives 

– for over 500 years to feed an insatiable system of greed and murder. In “Consuming Nature,” Aeron Bergman 

and Alejandra Salinas challenge us with a necessary paradigm shift in understanding the nature of colonial 

exploitation in order to analyze how it has continued up to the present day and to identify more ethical and 

sustainable alternatives.

CONSUMING
NATURE

Frans Post. Sugar Mill (ca. 1661). Based partially on Dutch West India Company’s Brazil 
colony but mostly an imaginary, exotic Dutch landscape.



GJ Chemical and Monsanto Co-promotion ad. Date. December 13, 2017. 

Designed by Janet Molchanko.

The verb “to colonize” is derived from the Latin word colonus, meaning “farmer, tiller, or planter,” link-

ing colonialism to land and land use.1 Food production, after all, is the most important activity in a civ-

ilization; therefore, severing a people from their ability to produce food destroys their sovereignty. The 

Spanish knew this and rapidly prohibited the Inca, Maya, Aztecs, and other indigenous conquered peo-

ples from cultivating their most important, nutritious, and sacred crop: amaranth. Similarly, today’s seed 

patent crusades, waged by multinational private enterprises, threaten to remove essential native plants 

from free and natural circulation.

Colonial paintings, such as the one above by Frans Post, offer a record of a fantasy land: an idealized, 

ordered, and exoticized European landscape set in the New World (that is, the undeveloped market) with 

native natural riches such as palm trees, sugar cane, or cacao beans growing in the foreground. These 

warped, nearly five-centuries-old colonial dreams continue to be projected onto the realities of neocolo-

nized territories. In more recent images, print ads and commercials, made by the four multinational agri-

businesses that monopolize 60% of the world’s seed trade, we see infinite rows of perfectly systematized, 

monetized crops under slogans of “progress,” indicating the dream of maximal privatized returns.2

Colonialism is Private Enterprise

From the “Age of Discovery” on, European colonialism was a private enterprise. In the case of Spain, 

the 16th-century conquistadors were soldiers of fortune expecting personal profit, financed by larger 

profit-seeking private enterprises, at no risk to the royal treasury. Campaigns depended upon the Crown 

of Castile only for legal authority.3 From the very beginning, the main beneficiaries of colonialism were 

chartered companies such as the 16th-century La Casa y Audiencia de Indias and the Welser Charter of 

Venezuela Province, which, while flying national flags, enjoyed unfathomable, privatized monopoly profits 

during their runs.4 In fact, already in the 17th century the English East India Company and the Dutch 

East India Company “pioneered features which later became textbook characteristics of modern corpora-

tions: a permanent capital, legal personhood, separation of ownership and management, limited liability 

of shareholders and directors, and tradable shares.”5

Progress Plunder

While the motivation for colonialism was straightforward (profit), the moral justification of it was more 



sophisticated and wrapped in religion and law. Based on assumed European superiority, colonialism was 

(literally) sold under the guise of “progress” and “development” both at home and abroad. For example, 

one key to Spanish rule in the Americas was the cooperation of indigenous elites: the Spanish utilized 

existing networks of power by offering the promise of technological and cultural “progress.”6 A small 

minority of Europeans benefited directly, and then an even smaller minority of indigenous and mestizo 

elites benefitted from collusion. The average citizen of European nations did not clearly benefit, and the 

majority of indigenous people in the colonized lands suffered immensely and died.7

Claims of development, innovation and progress also remain stable sales features for early to current 

day corporations. Central to colonial reasoning is the belief that European technological inventions are 

always preferable to indigenous knowledge and traditional practices, which the Europeans referred to 

as “primitive,”8 and that the bounty of colonial lands exists despite traditional farming knowledge, never 

because of it. Thus, European science is obligated to plunder. This line of thinking continues today, even 

though extensive archaeological evidence has shown that an estimated 60.5 million indigenous people in 

the pre-colonial Americas were supported by advanced farming methods such as irrigation, slash-and-

burn agriculture, terraced fields, and home gardens.9

Vicente Albán, Indian Woman in Special Attire (India en traje de gala) (ca. 1783). Meticulous portrayal of 

local bounty with details of indigenous Ecuadorian crops with written plant and fruit information. Colo-

nial painting emphasizing the idealized abundance of the land and its natural resources, measured using 

the devices of European science.

The centers of power and capital exert gravity to a greater or lesser degree depending on where one 

stands in relation to the system. To small farmers tilling the “developing” world using devalued, tradition-

al forms of agriculture, the promise of gaining knowledge, advancements, and power from the center may 

be attractive. However, power and technological knowledge are concentrated through corporate interests 

and are not shared with benevolent intentions. Neocolonialism in the form of “development aid” is sold 

by the World Bank, IMF, etc. as “opportunity development” to create a path for the “developing world” to 

participate in global markets.10 Development initiatives are marketed with the idea that everyone could 

gain wealth if communities tap into the flow of technology and international trade. However, this path is 

designed for one-way movement: extraction from the margin to the center. Loans are made for infrastruc-

ture and other projects that appear to benefit a marginalized society, but “development” always arrives 



with conditions unfavorable to marginalized populations. While this extended hand could provide value if 

it were a decentralized system of knowledge and resource exchange, law and treaty determine the out-

come of a transaction between center and margin. Implied by talks, referendums, and other forms that 

appear to be bilateral negotiation, law and treaty appear to be the arbiter of fairness and justice. However, 

legal features are always drafted through negotiations that reflect the coercive power imbalances between 

nations, imbalances reinforced with permanent military outposts.

Laws of Violence

Colonialism was, and is, enforced by the violence of law. The Spanish Crown gave patents to companies 

over territories, authorizing conquest ventures through a formal contract or patent known as the capit-

ulación. This contract granted the exclusive right to conquer a particular territory, specified the con-

cessions in the newly conquered territories, rewarded the conquerors with percentages, and reserved 

rights for the Crown.11 Upon arrival, the Spanish conquistador would read aloud the untranslated legal 

document El Requirimiento, written by Spanish jurist Juan López de Palacios Rubios in 1513, stating 

Spain’s legal right to conquer and the consequences of indigenous resistance: “As to vassals who do not 

obey, and refuse to receive their lord, and resist and contradict him; and we protest that the deaths and 

losses which shall accrue from this are your fault.”12 By the 17th century, English “proprietors” (charter 

companies) were also granted exclusive crown “patents” for settlement areas of North America.13 Charter 

companies such as the Virginia Company then granted patents of individual allotments to settlers. Land 

patents were not deeds of ownership; they were licenses for exploitation

Source: Library of Virginia, land patent granted by the Virginia Company to James Wren, April 5, 1773.

Patenting remains an important tool today as current neoliberal, neocolonial laws revolve around intel-

lectual property. Intellectual property law is a powerful weapon, expanding its reach to important areas 

of human knowledge, custom, art, scientific research, agriculture and even life itself. Intellectual property 

laws are the privatized legal claims over knowledge developed and selected by humanity for thousands of 

years. Intellectual property law facilitates illegitimate claims of privatized ownership of the commons (via 

the patenting and copyrighting of seeds, plants, and images), expanding neocolonial methods of control 

of both physical and mental landscapes. Though legal complexity has increased, the heart of the matter is 

how the law enforces colonial violence.

Seed Patents

Life can be patented. The Diamond v. Chakrabarty Supreme Court ruling in 1980 stated that Congress 

intended patent eligible subject matter to “include anything under the sun that is made by man.”14 Sub-

sequent rulings upholding and expanding life patents (in 1985, 2001 and 2013) built a legal stone wall out 

of an ethical and environmental disaster. In 2001, Supreme Court Justice (and former corporate Mon-

santo lawyer) Clarence Thomas wrote in a majority opinion stating that “the relevant distinction was 

not between living and inanimate things, but between products of nature, whether living or not, and 

human-made inventions.”15 Among the striking effects of the Supreme Court rulings on life patents is 

that farmers who use patented seeds can no longer save the seeds naturally generated by their crops. The 

seeds must be rented anew each growing season and cannot be replanted. This radically contradicts the 

very nature of plant reproduction and farming as practiced for thousands of years. Through this imperial 

enclosure of the commons, the inevitable end goal of plant patenting is the total monopoly of the global 

food market.

Agribusinesses, via interlocutors and lobbyists, market patented seeds to governments (and then to farm-

ers) with the promise of “development” through technological innovation and access to international 

markets. Sowing monoculture cash crops promises expansion of production, higher yields, exponential 

financial returns, and emergence into “developed world” status. Studies have found that agribusiness 

crops have not increased yields generally, and when higher yields occasionally result, quality falls.16 

Agribusiness obfuscates the risks, such as susceptibility to disease and drought, that go along with cash 

monoculture and downplays the substantial increase in upfront costs – on seeds, chemicals, machinery, 

and more – that farmers must bear. Monsanto’s (now Bayer’s) patented soybean seeds are not only more 



expensive at buy-in but also more costly to maintain, as the crop depends on specific herbicides and pes-

ticides. Further, farmers must repeat these considerable expenses annually, locking them into a one-sided 

relationship with a corporation.

William Merritt Chase, The Nursery (1890). In the art collection of Bill Gates. 

Purchased for $10M. Portrait of white, upper class leisure in landscape.

Foundation of Power

Following the 18th- and 19th-century principles of “market freedom” developed under colonialism, neo-

liberalism formed as a strategic and rhetorical return to liberalism, thus directly connecting colonialist 

principles with capitalist markets today.17 One of the major forces in world agriculture today is the Bill 

and Melinda Gates Foundation. The foundation tirelessly trumpets public-private initiatives and hap-

py-sounding “open” markets – the essence of neocolonial, neoliberal policy.18 The main priority of the 

Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation is innovation and technology. The foundation claims to be investing 

in “developing countries,” focusing “on improving people’s health and giving them the chance to lift 

themselves out of hunger and extreme poverty,”19 and yet most of its funding goes to the richest US and 

European institutions that actively promote patents and other one-way market relationships with the 

developing world. Eight out of the top ten beneficiaries of the Gates Foundation research funds are US 

universities.20 Despite their claim that Africa is their primary sector, only 11% of their university grants go 

to African universities, with the majority of that going to just two: University of Cape Town and the Feder-

al Agricultural University of Nigeria.21 The Gates Foundation has given over $206 million to Harvard Uni-

versity, the richest university in the world, and nothing to South American universities. The Foundation’s 

“Strategic Investment Fund” also invests massive amounts in agribusiness companies such as Monsanto/

Bayer, Cargill, AgBiome and Enko Chem, thus forming a perfect feedback loop of power.22 By lobbying 

for and then profiting from extraction, the Gates Foundation consolidates increasingly massive power to 

reshape the world in their idealized image of a global market based on imperialist and thus fundamental-

ly racist principles. Cargill, for example, has been criticized in Brazil’s ongoing indigenous protests and 

legal fights for destroying the Amazon rainforest in order to plant monocrops.23

Infinitely Barbarous

Early philanthropy in the North American colonies also emphasized doing “good” while actively perpet-

uating suffering. The Massachusetts Bay Colony (founded by owners of the Massachusetts Bay Company) 

founded Harvard College as a seminary to “advance learning and perpetuate it to posterity: dreading to 

leave an illiterate ministry to the churches.”24 The Harvard Indian College was established in the 1640s 

with financial support from British charitable organization Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in 

New England (also known as the New England Company or Company for Propagation of the Gospel in 

New England and the parts adjacent in America). The Harvard Indian College, established in 1655 and 

closed in the 1670s, is known for printing the first translation of the Bible into the native Natick language 

and for the untimely deaths of its few native students (only five are recorded, with only one graduate) 

resulting from infectious diseases spread by close contact with English colonists.25

Cotton Mather, an early Harvard graduate, theorist and Puritan theologian, advocated a familiar philan-

thropy: “Let no man pretend to the name of a Christian who does not approve the proposal of a perpetual 

endeavor to do good in the world.”26 Mather presided over the Salem Witch Trials and recorded observa-

tions on plant hybridization, specifically native corn. Cotton’s father, Increase Mather, president of Har-

vard College, wrote the following observations about the native Massachusett people:

They live in a country full of the best ship-timber under heaven: but never, saw a ship till some came from 

Europe hither; and then they were scared out of their wits to see the monster come sailing in, and spit-



ting fire, with a mighty noise, out of her floating side. They cross the water, in canoes made sometimes of 

trees which they burn and hew till they have hollowed them; and sometimes of barks, which they stitch 

into a light sort of a vessel, to be easily carried over land; if they over-set, it is but a little paddling like 

a dog, and they are soon where they were. Their way of living, is infinitely barbarous: the men are most 

abominably slothful; making their poor squaws, or wives to plant, and dress, and barn, and beat their 

corn, and build their, wigwams for them; which perhaps may be the reason of their extraordinary ease in 

child-birth.27

Although Harvard’s current “commitment to diversity” at home is backed by its sector-leading 53% BI-

POC enrollment stats for 2021, Harvard’s economic strength is supported by the largest university en-

dowment fund in the world, earning rolling dividends through active colonialist investing. The Harvard 

endowment fund, partnered with TIAA since 2008, has amassed a combined total of around 750,000 

hectares of farmland in Brazil. These farmland deals are connected to illegal land grabbing by fraudu-

lent legal title claims to public lands, violent displacement of local rural communities, deforestation, and 

clearing through major forest fires for expanding monocropping plantations.28 The Harvard endowment’s 

landholdings were ruled illegal by Brazil’s land agency and the state court of Bahia in 2019.29

It is tempting to say that the early colonies were religion-driven, and that motivations and methods are 

now different. However, vague claims of spreading religion to the “heathens” and vague ideals of “devel-

opment” and “goodness” to the “hungry” were and remain excuses to develop markets advantageous to 

settlers. Today’s religious fever is even more transparent: the faith in the market, technology and capital-

ism drives massive, destructive disruption.

Corteva Agriscience, “Stand On Common Ground,” YouTube video, 1:40, 30 Nov. 2020, screenshot: 15 Aug. 

2021, https://www.corteva.com/resources/feature-stories/the-diverse-voices-in-agriculture.html. Corteva 

is an agricultural chemical and seed company created as a result of the Dow–DuPont merger.  This video 

represents part of their diversity advertisement campaigns.

Higher Yields for Whom: Agrarian Extractivism

Already in 1964, Che Guevara saw farm monopolies as a tool for neocolonial oppression:

It is incontrovertible that present-day prices are unfair; it is equally true that prices are conditioned 

by monopolist limitation of markets and by the establishment of political relationships that make free 

competition a term of one-sided application; free competition for the monopolies; a free fox among free 

chickens! . . . The world is hungry but lacks the money to buy food; and paradoxically, in the underdevel-

oped world, in the world of the hungry, possible ways of expanding food production are discouraged in 

order to keep prices up, in order to be able to eat. This is the inexorable law of the philosophy of plunder, 

which must cease to be the rule in relations between peoples.30

Seed-saving allows growers to develop gene-diverse plants that are more adaptable to the changing 

demands of the local environment, providing resilient food sovereignty. Farmers, attracted to dubious 



claims of the advanced technology that will provide higher yields, give up control of their crops and pay a 

massive premium on their seeds, leading to proliferating monocrops: 75% of the world’s food is produced 

from 12 plants – and, of those, mostly just from corn, wheat, rice and soybeans. This overdependence on 

essentially four major crops leaves food supplies vulnerable to climate change, disease, drought and any 

number of factors of which tech-heavy plant science cannot keep up with. Consequently, the risks of 

monocrop failure and debt-induced farm bankruptcies have increased exponentially around the world. 

Wide-spread farm failures resulting from risky relationships with agribusiness have been displacing peo-

ple, ruining lives and leading to a rise in suicide among farmers. Family-held, small farmlands are being 

consolidated into international private equity portfolios. Even when cash crops are successful, this comes 

at the expense of the long-term health of the soil. Chemical-intensive farming also puts farmers at risk of 

cancer. Furthermore, in the so-called developing world, soybeans are pipelined for the international mar-

ket as cheap, raw-material commodities rather than as more valuable processed food and goods, a process 

known as “agrarian extractivism.”31

Translation: “Sooner or later. Always DEKALB,” DEKALB Argentina advertisement, 2020. DEKALB corn 

seed company was bought by Monsanto in 1998, and Monsanto was bought by Bayer in 2017.

Food Monopoly

Seed power has shifted from small seed growers and companies to giant monopolies. In 1996, there were 

six hundred independent seed companies operating in the United States alone. By 2009, this number 

had shrunk to one hundred, and by 2016 the ten biggest seed sellers controlled 75% of the global market. 

By 2019, four big seed companies controlled more than 60% of global proprietary seed sales: Bayer/Mon-

santo, Corteva (a firm created as a result of the Dow–DuPont merger), ChemChina and BASF, and they 

relentlessly consolidate and increase ownership of global genetic material.32 The promise of progress 

and development via the techno-optimism of lab-based farming that is sold to global farmers and govern-

ments as a promise of participation in world economics is mostly a neocolonial strategy of control and 

extraction.

Control over seeds is in many ways control over food supply, and it is not a controversial statement to say 

monocropping endangers gene diversity. In the late ’60s and ’70s, the US Department of Defense, World 

Bank, United Nations and other agencies started to grow concerned that monoculture and seed concen-

tration were destroying biodiversity and endangering the world food chain by neglecting a wide range of 

crops needed to grow and adapt.33 Instead of restricting seed monopoly, patenting and dangerous mono-

culture, Western world governments and corporate agencies proposed naive technological optimism (faith 

in innovation) through a world network of genome banks and databases.34 Yet, in order for plant genome 

varieties to be healthy, they have to be in use, seasonally growing, and allowed to adapt to their environ-

ment. World gene banks are not supplied with funds to keep the seeds alive by maintaining and circulat-

ing the seed genome because they are not immediately and obviously useful to capital. These underfund-

ed genome and seed bank systems are directionless and are sometimes referred to as seed graveyards.35 

Seed banks are purely symbolic, will not hedge disaster, and thus do not solve the problems that seed 

monopolies cause.

Rosa Elena Curruchich. Rosa Elena painting Ochosij farmhouse (ca. 1980s). The artist painting amidst 

Guatemalan farmland.



It Doesn’t Have to Be This Way

There are alternatives. Indigenous knowledge is our shared scientific heritage. When indigenous knowl-

edge and scientific advances are freely shared, the benefits are bilateral. This heritage includes tradition-

al agricultural practices such as seed saving and initiatives that encourage collaboration such as living, 

breathing community seed libraries. Initiatives that acknowledge indigenous knowledge of care and mu-

tual respect and dependency with the land, such as small growers and farmers’ networks, could expand 

into semi-organized knowledge- and resource-sharing networks. Through collaboration and protecting 

the commons, law can also be reclaimed as a tool to defend against colonial incursions. Contract law, such 

as open source seed licenses, protects the free use of seeds, preventing their privatization. 

The “developing world” has tended the world’s biodiversity for thousands of years, yet patented mono-

crops are not the solution to food security issues. Distributed, de-centralized knowledge is needed to 

combat agricultural neocolonization. If Harvard’s (and MIT and University of Washington’s, etc.) endow-

ments and knowledge were redistributed widely to other universities, farmers, and communities; if open 

science was practiced above market-oriented science; and if resource extraction were negotiated on bilat-

eral cooperation; the resulting global flourishing would make it starkly apparent that hunger is a planned 

feature of capitalism, and not the solution. But instead, plant patenting and monocropping continues its 

crashing march forward: an excellent, short-term business strategy for resource extraction – not an effi-

cient, stable world food source. It is not even controversial to state that monoculture of only four crops is 

not a sustainable and dependable food source for the world. Nevertheless, the propaganda of extraction-

ist, neocolonial capitalism is so strong it drowns out the warnings.36

Amaranth

Amaranth survived its colonial prohibition not only because it was a beloved, sacred crop, but also be-

cause it is extraordinarily resilient. Amaranth was an essential crop for the Inca, the Maya, the Aztecs, the 

Mississipean culture centered in Cahokia, and widely across the Americas. Amaranth is popular today due 

to its health benefits and genetic diversity.37 However, in a turn of schadenfreude: wild amaranth has also 

developed into a “superweed” that grows so fast – and adapts so easily – that it is choking out fields of 

agro-tech monocrops.38 Wild amaranth has been identified as one of the most severe threats to corporate 

farming. Gates Foundation-backed startup Enko Chem recently announced its joint venture with Bayer to 

“develop solutions” against superweeds, naming amaranth specifically as the “king of weeds.”39 Agribusi-

ness responds by using even more herbicides, but amaranth learns how to adapt faster than corporate sci-

entists figure out how to kill it. Amaranth’s will to survive is remarkable. It would be comedy if it weren’t 

also tragedy: switching from massive monocrop fields to amaranth and a wide variety of traditional, hearty 

and diverse crops would entail a cultural change that seems too large to imagine.40 However, this change 

is significantly more manageable than the famines that will result from disease, climate change, ravaged 

crops and the other serious ethical and scientific failings of the colossal monopolies of our global food 

system in this age of kleptomania if we do not take alternative action.

A Mississippi soybean field with glyphosate-resistant amaranth weeds in the foreground. Photo by Yanbo 

Huang for the US Department of Agriculture. Public Domain.
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